
HOW TO HAVE A
SUCCESFUL

NATURL BIRTH

you can do it!

KEAMI TERRILL



READ UP
When I knew I wanted a different birth experience from my first I decided to
look more into other options. My first big question was "How do I do a natural
birth?"

Is it easy? 
Is it hard?
How long will I be in labor?
Will I have support and encouragement to do this?

So I got online and started looking up books for help. My top 3 that I choose
were:

Natural Birth Stories: The Real Mom's Guide to an Empowering Natural Birth
by Shannon Brown

Natural Childbirth the Bradley Way by Susan McCutcheon

Ina May's Guide to Childbirth by Ina May Gaskin

These books really helped me tremendously! After reading I knew that i
wanted to definitely to do a natural birth (God-willing) and I started preparing.
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BIRTH PLAN
My next step that I was so excited to start was creating my birth plan. I would
highly recommend that you create one for the following reasons:
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If you are in the serious stage with your contractions (waves) you will not
be able to share with anyone what you wish. So a birth plan already written
up and ready to go will put your mind at ease that everything is getting
taken care of as you wish.
Post it on your room on the doctors board, so that nurses and the doctors
can see it.
Your husband or supportive partner might not remember or know what you
want. So they can easily hand over your birth pan for the doctor or midwife
to look over.
Your husband or supportive partner can help you through your contractions
instead of explaining in detail everything you want for your birth. This puts
more focus on YOU to help you through those waves!



BIRTH PLAN SAMPLE
Mom - Keami
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Dad - Jason
Thank you for all you are doing to help

us make a great birthing experience!

Jason and I look forward to a wonderful experience at the Birthing Center. We are hoping to birth our
baby naturally, using Bradley Method techniques, as well as massage, music, encouraging words, birth
ball, different labor position, hot shower/birthing pool, humor, love & support.

Labor

Delivery

Available to labor in tub (mostly in here if possible), on birth ball, birth stool, shower, toilet
Freedom to move around and change positions to promote comfort or progress
Avoidance of induction and use of IV/hep-lock
Please offer much encouragement rather then medication
Prefer the ability to eat and drink as needed
Only natural options if labor does not progress as midwife see’s fit
Intermittent fetal monitoring only as truly needed
Please do not check me too often (even if I ask for it) so I don’t get discouraged
Utilize oils, rice sock, massage, hot towels and tennis balls. All interventions should be explained and
we should be given time to discuss together

No timing when pushing and no rushing
When It’s time to push, please help coach me to go slowly so I don’t tear as much (please do perineal
massages with oil and warm compresses)
Push in whatever position is comfortable
I (Keami) will deliver my baby as he or she comes out, let me know when I need to reach down.
Immediate skin to skin.
I would like to deliver baby in water (birthing pool) or might change
No episiotomy unless necessary - prefer perineal massage, vitamin E, olive oil applied after each push,
and warm compress to help reduce risk of tearing



BIRTH PLAN SAMPLE
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Newborn Care

After Birth for Mother

Please wait until the cord stops pulsating (minimum 10 min) and allow Jason to cut the cord
Immediate skin -to-skin contact for breastfeeding
Rub in vernix (DO NOT WIPE IT OFF), no bath
No hat unless necessary by room temperature
Vitamin K will ONLY be given if deemed necessary by birth
Please delay routine procedures until bonding has been established
NO eye medication administered
NO hepatitis B shot
NO immunizations for baby whatsoever
NO bottles, pacifiers, artificial nipples, formula, or (sugar)water - strictly breastfeeding
If possible, we would like to circumcise the baby if the baby is a boy

Prefer to allow my uterus to contract naturally
Unless for health reasons, I do not wish to be separated from my baby
Jason is to remain with baby at all times in the case of an emergency where I cannot be with baby
Wish to be given anesthesia if I need stitches 
Sitz bath as soon as possible

Unexpected Events
The safety of out baby and myself is first priority, and we will certainly be flexible in this plan to
protect our safety. If a problem does occur, please inform us so we can discuss our options with you and
decide the best course of action. Thank you!

Thank you Infinity Birthing Center!



TAKE CLASSES
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I really wanted to take a class not just for myself but for my husband as well. I
felt like I had everything down packed with the Bradley Method book but we
thought something visual (besides the business of being born (watch on
youtube) might help us both out.

We decided on the Bradley Method classes since I learned about this method
through the books.

I got online searched for the nearest one and called. The classes are pretty
expensive in my opinion so I talked with my instructor and she came up with
the idea of paying $100 and I promised her a family photo session as well.
You can also ask your instructor if you can pay weekly if you're on a tight
budget.

Classes will be around $200-$300

To be honest I think my husband got more out of it then me. Everything my
instructor taught I already knew from reading my Bradley Method book. Most
of the midwives require that you MUST take this class.



DOULA? MIDWIFE?
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The difference between a midwife and doula in the simplest terms is that a
doula is not certified and therefore MUST HAVE a doctor or midwife with
them. A midwife is someone who is certified and it can just be you and a
midwife without needing anyone else.

Doula's and midwife's can get pretty pricy. I especially wanted a home birth
and that's even more pricy because most of the time they do not except most
insurance companies and want $2000-$3000 upfront. So the closest I could get
to a natural birth with a midwife was a birthing center and I loved it!

Again, make sure to read Natural Birth Stories to get an idea of where you
think you would want to give birth. Reading the stories helped me a lot! From
my point of view I did NOT want to deliver in a hospital at all after hearing all
the stories from different moms. 

At our Bradley Reunion class everyone had their baby safely but I was the
only one who had a natural birth and everyone else had C Sections because the
doctor told them "This baby is too big, this baby will not fit through your
pelvis, this baby is stuck, etc". Now doctors only want one thing, getting the
baby out in the quickest simplest way possible. They could care less about
natural birth. Now the scenarios above could be true for most women but
working with your midwife outside of a hospital setting can help with these,
and if your Midwife has tried EVERYTHING they possibly could to deliver
the baby and nothing is working and the mother is so exhausted then in the end
the hospital is the right choice.



DOULA? MIDWIFE?
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If my best friend asked me for advice on what she think's she should do if she
wanted to have a natural birth I would say, "Stay away from hospitals". Even
if you have a midwife with you IN a hospital...still no good! I have heard
numerous stories of doctors and the midwife bickering back in forth, because
the midwife wants you to have a natural birth and the doctor wants whats
quickest so you can be out and the next pregnant women can come in.

So really THINK about where you want your labor and where you want to
birth. At the end of the day it is YOU who need's all the attention, support, and
peace to deliver your beautiful baby in a serene environment.



SUPPORT
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A huge part of having a successful natural birth is having a supportive partner.
If your husband isn't very supportive bring some one else who is. Your Aunt,
Mother, Sister, Grandmother, anyone who you can trust.

My husband was extremely supportive for me and even if he wasn't my
midwife would have stepped in. I remember after giving birth she told me
"You were both doing so great that I figured you didn't need me". And she's
right, My husband did perfect with encouraging words, placing a cold towel
over my head, placing ice chips in my mouth, etc. He went the whole 9 yards
and I feel so blessed to have him as a husband. 

When reading the natural birth stories in both Ina May and Shannon's book
you will see how important that time is with your husband. It's intimate! So
take your time before the birth of your baby to go over with your hubby how
you picture your birth to go and what you want his roll to be.

Not every pregnant mother has a supportive family. My mother did not like it.
I'm guessing it's because her first born was a still birth (in the hospital) and she
just did not want anything bad to happen. All she wanted was me in the
hospital, with a doctor...not a midwife. My advice for you if you have
unsupportive family members is telling them, "This is my baby, I am the one
giving birth to this baby, and God will see this through." If you do not have a
successful natural birth it is OKAY you've tried! In everything you just have
to learn to trust God and believe that He knows what He is doing.



MY BIRTH STORIES
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With my first relationship being pregnant with my first daughter, I've seen so
many baby stories on TLC and everyone had an epidural and they were in
pain so I decided I was getting an epidural. Looked to me like it was the
normal thing to do!

So I was about a week from my due date and I've been dilating little by little
each week. I got up to being about 4 centimeters dilated with no contractions
and no water breaking. My doctor was shocked when I went in to my
appointment. She couldn't understand why I was dilated so far and not in labor
yet. Of course, I had the Braxton Hicks here and there and those are what
probably caused her to dilate more but she was not ready to come out yet. 

My doctor did sweeping of the membranes which is her reaching in and
moving the mucus out the way so she can come out. It felt so bad afterwards! I
told her I was feeling waves (contractions) and she said it was normal
discomfort and to go home....but they never stopped! In about 1 hour I knew
this was it. I called my doula and she told me if I can talk easily I am not in
labor and if I have to stop talking to deal with each wave then I am for sure in
labor. Surely after she said that I had stopped talking, so she went to the
hospital and I met her there.



MY BIRTH STORIES
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The whole way there in the car until my epidural I was tensing up from the
waves. My doula reminded me to breath, relax my toes, relax my face and told
me I could do without an epidural. I did a great job at relaxing but I knew that
I had to get the epidural because thats what I planned, that's what every other
pregnant mother got as I seen on TV (has to be a spiritual lesson in this
somewhere). "And be not conformed to this world: but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that you may prove what is that good, and acceptable,
and perfect, will of God." Romans 12:2

So I got the epidural and thought it was time to rest and go to sleep like other
mother's did. NOPE! Lily Anna came within an hour! I labored with her for 4
hours, and pushed her out in under 3 minutes. Did not see this coming and
neither did anyone else. My Aunt, who lives an hour away, came busting in
the door only to find her out of the womb, and me getting stitches because of a
HUGE tear.

After a couple of hours I was up and walking normally like I never even had a
baby. The doctors were all astonished. They kept telling me to go lay back
down and I said I'm completely fine I want to see my daughter. 

I found out they gave her a NUK pacifier which is why I had a horrible time
breastfeeding her in the first month. I did NOT want her taking a pacifier let
alone a NUK because I got her the Advent pacifiers and she hated them since
the hospital gave her NUK. 



MY BIRTH STORIES
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I just believed the Advent pacifiers are better for breast fed babies and they
have to work more for it to stay in there mouth instead of a NUK.
I left the hospital the next day and they told me I had to be in a wheel chair
even though I said I didn't want to. Getting and out of the car was a pain with
the stitches. Even laughing, on the toilet, and getting into bed hurt (our bed
was high). 

The healing process was the hardest for me and I would cry my eyes out when
breastfeeding. I was going through so many emotions all at once, it drove me
insane! She was only sucking on the nipple at first and then after looking at
YouTube videos and books I discovered how to correctly breastfeed. They
taught me in the hospital but did not do a very good job at it. I also learned
with my second child that the pain when breastfeeding in the beginning is
normal. 

My advice to all mothers is to please breastfeed and hang in there, I
promise it will get better!

Birth Story 2
After me and my husband (Jason) got married we really wanted to start having
children, I remember in our wedding vows I told him I wanted to have at least
13! We got married on December 7, 2013 and after that it took a while to get
pregnant so I downloaded an app on my phone to track my fertility called
Ovia and within a month we got pregnant!



MY BIRTH STORIES
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For this pregnancy I knew I wanted a different experience then the first I
started researching everything I could about natural births. I really wanted to
do a home birth but it cost way too much for us. So we went with a cheaper
alternative that still included the huge tub I wanted to labor in which was a
birthing center.

It was an amazing pregnancy just as the first and I dialed 4 centimeters a
month out before his or her due date (we didn't want to know the sex). On
November 18 his or her supposedly due date I was 6 centimeters dilated. Our
midwife asked if I wanted to do sweeping of the membranes since that worked
the last time and I said no because Jason was at work and we live an hour from
the birthing center. I did not want to drive after getting my membranes swept
so I told her I would come back tomorrow. 

The next morning we came back and she swept my membranes and told me to
stay around the area and come back in an hour. We went to a fabric store and
walked around but nothing still. We went back and she told us to go home.
Something told me she would come soon so I asked Jason if we can eat at my
favorite Mexican restaurant and he agreed. While we were eating I started to
get contractions and they were about 30 seconds long and 5 minutes apart. I
thought this was it! So I called Jason's mother on the way home to tell her it
might be time and she came that night and decided to stay at a hotel.



MY BIRTH STORIES
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As soon as we got home the waves stopped. So Jason and I decided sex might
bring it back again annnnnnd nothing still! So we went to sleep woke up the
next morning and Jason, his mother, and I went to see the midwife.

As she checked me her jaw completely dropped. I said what is it!? She said
"Those contractions last night pushed the baby down even more....you are 8
centimeters dilated!" After hearing this and discussing some options with our
midwife on what we could do to bring on the contractions we decided to do
sweeping of the membranes and I asked her to do it harder this time. Right
after we went to Cici's pizza because I was craving their cinnamon buns!

2 hours passed and I still was not having any contractions so our midwife
suggested the next option which was nipple simulation with a breast pump.
Tried that for an hour and still nothing. So the last final one was breaking my
water. I was excited and upset at the same time. I really wanted to see him or
her now but I also wanted to see when our baby would come on his or her
own. 

Me and Jason finally decided on breaking my water. Right after she was done
I said "Oooooh boy run the water in the tub please". The contraction came
in an instant! The midwife ran the water and I got undressed down to my
sports bra and hopped in. I asked Jason to put on my Pregnant Playlist I made
and then I started to zone out and completely focus on each wave.
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The water was too warm for me so I made it hotter and the midwife came in
and checked the duck thermometer that was roaming around in the tub and
saw it was 103 degrees and said "Oh no this is too hot", and she quickly added
cool water. I sort of chuckled in my mind...I LOVE hot baths!

I eventually got to the point where I could not stand listening to Katy Perry
and Beyonce so I told Jason to switch it to this birth mediation song I
downloaded a day before and to put it on repeat. I thought I would like the
light, but even the light being completely dimmed I still wanted darkness so
Jason got me a cold wash rag and would switch them out every so often. I also
made Raspberry ice chips and Jason would pop one in my mouth whenever I
said ice. He ended up using the mason jar of ice chips to keep me cool.



MY BIRTH STORIES
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Every now and then I would hear the lady from the music telling me to breath
and I loved hearing that. When a wave started up I imagined myself surfing,
going up the wave, being at the top of the wave, and then going down the
wave which is the end of the contraction. Picturing this helped me a lot and I
made sure I never tensed up. My hands were floating in the water, every
muscle from my face to my toes was completely relaxed and I kept reminding
myself that as long as I do not tense up and remain calm, I am helping each
wave push our baby down.
Jason eventually got in with me and sometimes he would move and I would
groan at him and tell him "STOP MOVING!". I did not want any movement
during my waves. Luckily, he remembered to not take anything I said to heart. 

The midwife checked me and told me I was still the same and asked if I
wanted to move around to progress and I said sure. As soon as I started
walking I grabbed Jason and told him " I HAVE TO POOP!". I knew it was
the baby coming but thats what came out of my mouth. So I went to the bed to
finish the wave and then hurried to get back in the tub. I didn't have the urge to
push at all but my midwife said I could push if I wanted to.

As I pushed I had this feeling that I did not like how it felt and I wanted to get
this over with QUICK. I noticed each time I pushed I never felt the wave and
when I stopped pushing I felt the wave so I went against the bradley method
books and breathed in and out for 2 seconds and continued to push annnnnd.....



MY BIRTH STORIES
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ABBEY ROSALIE
GRACE 

NOVEMBER 26
2014



MY BIRTH STORIES
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Jason and I just sat there holding her. She wasn't rushed away from me. We
had immediate skin to skin, and I was still in total disbelief that I did a natural
birth! In my head I kept repeating "WOW I did it!".

I asked our midwife how long it took and she told me 2 hours. My jaw
dropped, I couldn't believe it. I was blessed with another short labor! Abbey
was a healthy 7 pounds and 6 ounces. I had a little tear that the doctor stitched
up after I bonded with Abbey. Instead of keeping us overnight we stayed for 6
hours which is their max if everything went okay with the birth.

After an amazing natural birth I can honestly say that I can not wait to have
another child (God-willing) and do a natural birth agin. God created us to go
through these pains and deliver children and I see why it is so much more
rewarding then a quick c-section. I feel so blessed to have a healthy new
addition to our family.

I hope this story and many others will inspire you that you too CAN do a
natural birth. I pray that you find peace and support when deciding on your
natural birth.

xoxo Keami


